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1. Thi, queM ion paper contains 24 p"gcs including blank page, for rough work. Plc.se check all pages 
and repo" discrepancy, if any. 

~ Write your registralion nunlbt:r. your name and name of tbe examination cemre al thc specified 
locations on the rigln balf of the Opllc.1 Response Sbeet (OKS). 

3. U"ng lIB pencil. darken tbe appropriate bubble under each digit of your registration number and the 
letlers corresponding to your paper code. 

4. All questions in this paper arc of objecllvc type. 

5. Questions musl be answered On the ORS by darkening the appropriate bubble (marked A. B. C. D) 
using HB pencil against the question number on the left hand side of the ORS. For each question 
damn the bubble or the corl'ftt answer. In case you wish to change an answer. erase the old 
answer completely. More than one answer bubbled against a question win be \re;Ited as an incorrect 
response. 

6. There are a total of 65 questions carrying 100 marks. 

7. Questions Q.I - Q.25 will calT} I-mark each. and questions Q.26 - Q.55 will carry 2-marb eacb. 

8. Questions Q.48 _ Q.SI (2 pairs) arc common data queslions and question pairs (Q.52, Q.53) and 
(Q.54. Q.55) are hnked answer questions. The answer to lhe sc<;ood qUCSllOO of the linked anSwer 
questions depends on the an,wer to thc fint question of the pair. tfthe first question in lhe hnked pair 
is "rongly answered or is un-attempted. then the anSwer to the second question in the pair wi!! n01 be 
e,·aluated. 

9. Quesnons Q.56 - Q.65 helon~ 10 General Aptitude (GA). Que.tion. Q.56 - Q.6O wi!! carry I-mark 
each. and questions Q.61 - Q.65 will carry 2-marh each. The GA questions will be~in on a fresh 
page Slaning from p"ge 13. 

10. Un-attempted quesuons will carry zero marks. 

II. Wrong an,we" will ~an)l NEGATIVE marks. ForQ.I - Q.25 and Q.56 - Q.6O. Y, mark will be 
d.:ducted for .a~h wrong ans"'cr. For Q.26 _ Q.51 and Q.61 - Q.65.;} mark will be deducted foreacb 
wrong -'nswer Tbe question pair. (Q.52, Q.53)_ and (Q.54. Q.55) are questions with hnked answers. 
There will be negative m:lrks only for wrong answer to the firs! questioo of the linked answer question 
pair i.c. fm Q.52 and Q.54. ¥, mar~ will be dedocted for each wrong answer. Tncre is no negative 
marking for Q.53 and Q.55. 

12. Calculator (without data conne"t; vity) is allowed in the examination hall. 

13. Cham, graph ,heets or table, Jre 1'0T allowed in the examination hall. 

14. Rough wor~ "an be done on the queMi"" paper itself. Addinonally. blank pages arc prOVIded al thc 
end of the quesnon fXIper lor "'ugh work. 
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Notations and Symbols UHd 

{XEX:Xf!y) 

: The set of all natural numbers 

; The:let of all integers 

: The set of all integers modulo" 

: The set of all rational number' 

, The set of all real numbers 

: The sct of all n -tuples of real numbers 

: The set of all complex numbers 

: The set of all complex valued continuous functions on [O.l[ 

: 1lIe set of all polynomials of deg"'" at most " defined on [a.b 1 

: The group of all 2x 2 real invertible matrices under multiphcatlOn 

: The sel of all pennulations on " symbols 

: Alternating group on n symbol, 

: Probability of an event E 

: Conditional probability of E given f' 

E(X) : Expectation of the random variable X 

E(XIY"'y) ,Conditional expectation of X given Y=y 
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Q.l - Q.25 carry one mark each. 

Q-I Let E and F be any two evem" with P(l:'UF) "0.8, P(E) "OAand P(EIF)=0.3. Then 

P(F)is 

3 
(A) -

7 

4 
(8) -

7 

3 
(0 

5 
2 

(0) 
5 

Q_2 Let X have a binomial distribution with parameters nand p, where n is an integer greater than I 

and 0< p <I. If PIX =0)= PIX = I), then the valu~ of p is 

1 
(A)

,-I 

, 
(B)

n+ I 
(0) 

1 , 
1+,,--' 

Q.3 Let u(x.y}=2x(l-y} for all real x and y. Then a function v(x,y), so that 

f( Z) = u(x, y) + i 1'(x, y) is analytic. i.1 

(A) x'-(y-l)' 

{O (x-If t y' 

(8) (x-I}'-y' 

(D) x' +(1'-1)' 

QA- Let fez) be analytic on D = (4 E C : I z - II < II such lhal 1(1) = I. If f(z) = I(z')for all 

ZE D, then which one of the following statements is NOT correct? 

Q.5 

(A) I(zl=(f(z)]' forall ~E D 

(e) I(z') =[f(~)]} for all oLE D 

(B) f( ~)=~ f{d for all ZE D 

(0) [,(I) = 0 

d' 
The maximwn nnmber of linearly independent solutions of the differential equation dx~ ,,0. Wilh 

the condition y(O) = I, is 

(A) 4 (B) 3 (e) 2 (D) 1 

Q.6 Which One of the followmg sets of functions is NOT orthogonal (with respect to the L' -inner 
product) over the given interval? 

(A) (Sinnx'''E NL -1I:<x < 11: 

{ 
,.,J ) 

(e) x ':nEN, -1<x<1 

(Il) ICO,,,,,,,E N). 

(D) (.,'"'' ;"E NI, 

-tr<x<1I: 

-1<x<1 

Q 7 If f: [I, 2]---> R IS a non-negative Riemann·integrable function such that 

1 f~) dX=kff(X)dx*O. then k bd"ng,wlhcimervai 
1 >IX 1 

("'(~. ~l 3 3 



Q.8 There! X = Rwith the mctric d(x,y) 

(Al bounded but not compact 
(el complete but nol bounded 

(Il) bounded bul not complete 
(D) compact but not cDmplete 

1 
xy y,[l-COS(X'+/»), (x,y)'1'(O,O) 

Q.9 leI j{x.y)= (x'+/)' 
k, (x, y) = (0,0). 

Then the value of k for which I(x, y) iscontinuous at (0,0) is 

(A) 0 
1 

(B) -
2 

(el I 
3 

(Dl 
2 

Q.iO Let A and B be disjoint subsets of R and let m* dcnOle the Lebesgue outer measure OIl R. 

Consider the statements: 

P: m*(AUB) = m *(A)+ m*{B) 

Q: Both Aand B are Lebesgue measurable 

R: One of A and B is Lebesgue measurcable 

Which one of the following is correct? 

(Al If P os true, then Q is true 

(C) If R is true, then P is NOT true 

(B) If P is NOT true. then R is true 

(D) If R is true. then P is true 

Q.l! Let f : R -) [0. =) be a lebesgue measurable function and E be a Lebesgue measuI1Ible subset 

of R such that J f dot = 0, where m is the Lebesgue measure 00 R. Then , 
(A) m{E) =0 

(C) m«(xE E: i(x);t OJ)" 0 

(A) -I (B) 0 

(B) jXE R: f{x) " 0) = E 

(O) m(lxE E:j{x)=OJ)=O 

(C) I (0) 2 

Q.13 If a 3 x 3 real skew-symmelric malrix has an eigenvalue 2i. lhen one of the rcmainingeigenvalues 

i, 

"' 

1 
(A) -

2i 

1 
(8) --

2i 
(C) 0 (0) I 
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Q_14 For the linear programming problem 

Mimmize z=x-y.subjecno 2x+3y~6. O~x~3. O~y~3. 

the number of extreme poims of its feasible region and the number of basic feasible solutions 
respectively. are 

(A) 3and3 (B)4and4 (C)3and5 (D)4and5 

Q.15 Wh.ch one of the following statemenlS is correct? 

(A) If a Linear Programming Problem (LPP) is infeasible, then its dual is also infeasible 
(B) If an LPP is infeasible, then its dual always has unbounded solulion 
(C') If an LPP has unbounded solution, then its dual also has unbounded solution 
(D) If an LPP has unbounded Solulion, then its dual is infeasible 

Q.16 Which one of the following groups is simple? 

(A) S, (B) GL(2, R) (0) A, 

Q.17 Consider the algebraic exlension E = Q (Ji Ji.JS) of the field Q of rational numbers. Then 

lE:QJ, the degree of E over Q, is 

(A») (B)4 (e) 7 (0) 8 

Q.18 The general solution of the partial differential equation ;'~ = x + y is of the form 

I 
(A) -xy(x+y)+F{x)+G(y) 

2 . 

I 
(C) Zxy(x- y)+ F(x)G(y) 

I 
(B) -xy(x- y)+ F(x)+G(y) 

2 
I 

(0) Zxy(x + y) + F{x}G(y) 

Q.19 The numerical value obtained by applying the two·point trapezoidal rule to the integral , J In(1+x) dx is 

o " 

I 
(A) "2(ln2+1) 

I 
(B) -

2 

I 
(C) 2(ln 2 -I) 

I 
(D) "2ln2 

Q.20 Let I,(x), k = 0.1, .. ,0 denote lhe Lagrange's fundamental polynomials of degree 0 for the nodes 

• 
-\.. XL' __ , X, _ Then the value of II, (x) is 

'·0 

(A) 0 (B) I (e) x"+1 (0) x"-l 

'"' 
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Q_21 Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and (T, I be a seqoonce of bounded linear operators from X 

to Y. Consider the statements: 

P: {IIT,"II: "EN) is bounded forcuch XI: X 

Which one of the following is correct? 

(A) If P implies Q, then both X and Yare Banach spaces 

(B) If P implies Q, then only one of X and Y is a Banach space 

(C) If X is a Banach space, then P implies Q 

(D) If Y is a Banach space. then P implies Q 

, 
Q.22 Let X =C{O.I) with the norm lxii, =f Ix(t~dl, XI: qO,l] and U={/E X':II/i=!!, where 

• 
X'den<xes the dual space of X . Let C(U) be the linear space of continuous fonctions on Q with 

the norm lui = suplu(s)I, u E qQ). Then 
.0 

(A) X is linearly isometric with C(Q) 

(B) X is linearly isometric with a proper subspace of C(Q) 

(C) tlle::re does nO! exist a linear isometry from X into C{Q) 

(D) every linear isometry from X to C{Q) is onto 

Q.23 Let X = R equipped with the topology generated by open intervals of the form (a.b) and sets of 

the form (a,b)nQ. Then which one of the following statement. i. correct? 

(A) X is regular (B) X is normal 

(C) X\Qisdensein X (D) Q is dense in X 

Q.24 Let H ,T and V denote the Hamiltonian. (he kinetic energy and the potential energy respectively of 

aH 
a mechanical system at time t. If H contains r explicitly. tilen- is equal to a, 

aT av 
(A)-+at at 

aT av 
(8)---

iJr iJr 
(D) 

, 

iW aT 
at at 

Q.25 The Euler's equation for the variational problem: Minimize f[y(x)] = f (2x - xy - /)/ dx, is 

• 
(A) 2y'-y=Z (B)Zy'+y'-Z (C) y'"+Zy=O (D) Zy'-y=O. 



Q.26 - Q.55 carry two marks each. 

Q.26 Let X have a binomIal distribution with p<llamete" nand p > n = 3. For te.ting the hypothesis 

Q.27 

Q.28 

2 1 
H.: P="3 against H,: p=)",lcI3tcstbe:"Reject H. If X ~2andaccept H.if X $1". Then 

the probabilities of Type I and Type II errors respectively are 

20 20 
IA)-~d -

27 27 

7 20 
IB)-ood-

27 27 

20 7 
Ie) -and-

27 27 

7 7 
(D) -ood-

27 27 

Let 1= J fez) 
c{z l){z 

2) dz, where 
,71Z 7lZ 

f{z)=sm-H~-
2 2 '"' C is the CUJ'ie Izl = 3 oriented 

anti--clockwise. TIlen the value of I is 

(A) 471 i (B) 0 (e) -bt j (0) -471 i 

) 

""-
. ,o<lzl<71· Then which 

Z5mh Z 
Let 2: b. z' he the Laurent series expansion of the function 

one of the following i. correct? 

( 7 
(A) b_, =1, bo '" -, b, ;-. 

6 - 360 
( 7 

(C)b_,"'O, ho=-(;, b'=360' 

Jt-iZ 
Q.29 Under the transformation w = --,' the region 0 = lz E C:I~ < 1) is transfonned to ,- , 

(B) {~eC :-,,<argz<O 

, 3, 
(C) (zeC :O<arg,<- or ,,<argz<-) 

2 2 

, " (D) (ZE C ''2 < argz <" Or 2 < arg~ < 2") 

Q.30 Let y(x)be the solution of the initial value problem 

Y"-Y'+4Y'-4Y:O, y(O)=y'(O)=2, y~(O)=O. 

Then the value of y(~) is 

(A) H 4e~ -6 J ([' 1 (B) '5 6e' -4 

"' 
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Q.31 Le! y{X) be the solution of the initial value problem 

Q.32 

." . , x-y +xy+y=X, y{l)=y{l)=i. 

Then the value of y{e') I.' 

I ~ 
(A) -(l-e') 

2 

1 n 
(Cl -+-

2 4 
10, 

1 n 
2 4 

, '. . Let T; R -+ R be a linear transformation defined by T(:<. y, 1)= (x + y, y + ;:,1 - :<). Then. an 

o1'1honormal basis for the r1Inge of T is 

(Al{(*.*,O).(~.- ~.~J} 
(C){(~,~,o).(~,- ~,- ~J} 

(B) {( ~'-i'o).( *'*'iJ} 
(D) {(~.~.o).(JJ'- JJ'- JJJ} 

Q.33 Let T: ~,[o, 1]-+ P,[O, I] be defined by (T p)(x) = P "(.\) + p'(x). Then the matri~ representation 

of T with respect to the bases {I, x. x' ,x'} and {I, x, x'I of P,[O.I} and P,[O, I] respectively is 

0 0 0 

,B, [~ 
1 2 

:] 1c) [: 

2 1 

~] 
0 0 0 

,AI , 0 0 0 2 2 0 (01 0 0 ( 

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

0 6 3 3 6 0 

Q.34 Consider the basis {",,",.u,) ,( 
, 

R. where ", = (1.0.0), It, = (!.l,0), It) =(1,1,1). "', 
{!',I"j,) '" ,., dual basis of {", ,II" ",} and f be a linear functional 

, . 
I(a,b,c) = a +h +c. (a.b.c)E R. If I = a,!, + a,l, +u,f" then (a"a"a,) IS 

(A) (1.2.3) (B) (1.3,2) (C) (2.3,1) (D) (3,2,1) 

Q.35 The following lable gives the cost matrix of a transportation problem 

4 5 6 

3 2 2 

2 

The basic feasible solution given by x, I = 3. x" = I, x" = 6, x" = 2, '" = 5 is 

(A) degener"le and optimal 
(el degenerate bul not optimal 

(8) optimal but nO! degenerate 
(0) neither degenerate nor optimal 

defined by 
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Q.36 If z ~ is the optimal value of the linear programming problem 

Maximize z '" 5x, +9x2 + 4x, 

subject to x, + x, + x, '" 5 

4x, + 3x, + 2x, = 12 

then 

(C) 20~z*<30 (D) 30~z*<40 

Q.37 Let G, be an abelian group of order 6 and G, '" S,. For j = 1, 2, let P
J 

be the statement 

"G
J 

has a unique subgroup of order 2", Then 

(A) both ~ and P, hold 

(Cl ~ holds but not P, 

(B) neither ~ nor 1>. holds 

(D) I~ holds but not p. 
Q.38 Let G be the group of all symmetries of the square. Then the number of conjugate classes in G is 

(AI 4 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7 

Q.39 Consider the polynomial ring Q[x], The ideal ofQ[x] generaled by xl- -3 is 

Q." 

(A) maximal but nOl prime 
(q both maximal and prime 

(B) prime but not maximal 
(D) neither maJtimal nor prime 

Consider the wave equation o'~ = 4 Ol~, ° < X < H, I> 0, with 11(0,1) = 11(;1;,1) = 0, or ox 
u(x,O) = SIO x and -.-=0 al1=O.Then II _,_ is . a, lnn) 

ili 2 2 

(A) 2 (Bl I (Cl ° (D) -I 

Q.4! Letl", J ~dt+(e'lnx+x)dy, where Cis the positively oriented boundary of the region 
, ' 

• 1 
enclosed by y" I + x·, y = 2, x = -, Then the value of I is 

2 

1 
(A) -

8 
5 

(81-
24 

7 
(el -

24 

J 
(01 

8 

QA2 Let If.) be a sequence of real valued differentiable functions on [a, b J such that f. (x) ----J f (x) 

as n ----too for every XE [a,b] and for some Riemann-integrable funclion f: [a, bl ----) R. Consider 
tlte statements 

~: {f. l converges uniformly 

p, : (f:l converges uniformly 

• • 
P,: J J~(xl dx ----) I lex) dx . " 
P, : f is differentiable 

Then which one of the following need NOT be true 

(A) ~ implies p, (B) P, implies p. (e) I~ impiles Po (D) P, implies p, 



Q.43 

Q." 

x' x' 
LeI I,(x) " -- and. g.(.t) = -- for xE [0,1) and DE N. Then on the imerval [0,1). 

l+x l+nx 

(Al bolh If, 1 and [K.l converge uniformly 

(B) neither If. 1 nOr [g,l converges uniformly 

(e) If. I converges uniformly but (g,) does nOI converge uniformly 

(D) (g,1 converges uniformly but If.) does not converge uniformly 

- . 
Consider !he power $erie, I .~ and 

,_, 'In 
IX". Then 
,_, n 

(A)boihconvergeon (-I,IJ (B) bOlh convergc 011 [-1,1) 

(e) exactly one of them converges on (-I,I[ (0) nOnC of them converges On [-1,1) 

"' 

Q_45 Let X = N be equipped wilh lhe topology generated by the basis consiSling of setS 

A."(n,n+J.n+2 .... j.nEN,Then Xis 

(AI Compact and connected 

(e) Hausdorff and compact 
(B) Hausdorff and connected 

(D) Neither compact nor connected 

Q.46 Four weighiless rods form a rhombus PQRS with smooIh hinges a1 the joints. Another weightless 

rod joins the midpoints E and F of PQ and PS respectively. The system is suspended from 

P and a weight 2W is attached to R. If the angle between the rods PQ and PS is 20. then the 

th",st in the rod EF is 

(Aj WtanB (B) 2WtanO (C) 2WcotB (0) 4WtanB 

, 
Q.47 For a continuous funclion f(l). 0:5 r:5 I. the in!egral cquation y(l) = f(t)+3fIS y(s)ds has 

• 

", 

, 
(Aja unique solution if f sf(s) dol" 0 

• , 
(B) nosoiution if fsf(s)ds=O 

• , 
(C) infinitely many solutions if f.'if (.I) cis = 0 

• , 
(0) infinitely many solutions if f sf ( .• ) tis .. 0 

• 

'(1114 
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Common Data Questions 

Common Data for Que.lions 48and 49: 

Let X and Y be continuous random variable. with the joint probability density function 

Jae-",O<x<y<=, 
I(x,y) eo 1o, otherwise. 

Q.48 The value of a is 

(A)4 (B)2 (C) I (D) O.S 

Q.49 The value of E(X I Y eo 2) i. 

(A) 4 (B) 3 (e) 2 (0) ) 

Common Oata for Questions 50 and 51: 

Let X eo N x Q with the subspace topology of the usual topology on R'and P eo { (n,;): n EN}. 
Q.50 In [he space X , 

(A) P is dosed but not open (BI P is open but not dosed 
(e) Pis both open and dosed (0) Pis neither open nor closed 

Q.51 The boundary of P in Xis 

(A) an empty set (B) a singleton set (C) P (D) X 

.Linked Answer Questions 

Statement (or Linked Answer Questions 52 and 53: 

• 
ror a differentiable function [(x), the integral J [(x) dx is approximated by the formula 

" 
II [a.I (0) + a,[ (h) J + h'[bo[' (0) + b,J' (h)], which is exact for all polynomials of degree at most 3. 

Q.52 

Q.S3 

The values of a, and 

) ) 
(A) - and 

J2 2 

The values of a. and 

) ) 
(A) - and -

2 2 

b.. respectively are 

) ) 
(B)--md-

J2 2 

b. respectively are 

) 
(8) - ,od 

J2 J2 

) ) 
(ll - and-

2 J2 

(C) 
) ) 

- and 
2 J2 

) I 
(O)-md-

J2 2 

) 
(D) - and 

2 

I 

)2 

11124 
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Statement for Linked Answer Questions 54 aDd 55: 

, 
LeI. X = qO,I] with the inner product (x, Y) = f x(t)y(/) dl, X,yE qOJL 

o 

X, '" {XE X : [t' x(1) dl = O}, and xt be the onhogonal complement of X •. 

Q.54 Which One of the following statements is cOrre\:t? 

(A) Both X. and xi are complete (B) Neither Xo nor Xi iscornplete 

(e) X. is complete but Xi is not complete (D) xt is complete butX. is not complete 

Q.55 LeI. y(r) '" t' , t E [0, I] and .x" E Xi be the best approximation of y _ Then .x,,(I), 1 E [0, I], is 

(A) ~t' 
5 

(B) ~I' (C) ~t' 
7 

(D) '2.1' 
8 

• 
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Genera] Aptitude (GA) Questions 

Q.56 - 0.60 carry one mark each. 

Q.56 Which oflhefollowing options is Ihe dOole.11 in meaning /0 lhe word below: 
Cin:uitous 

(A) cyclic 
(B) indirect 
(C) confusing 
(D) crooked 

"' 

Q.57 The quesllon below COllsists of u pair ()f related worlb fol/owed by four pa,,, of words. Select the 
pair IMI beSf exp""ses the reimioll ill the origi/UJI pair. 
Unemployed: Worker 

(A) fallow: land 
(B) unaware: sleeper 
(e) wit: jester 
(O) renovated: house 

Q.58 Choose the mosl appraprime word from (he optians given below 10 complete the following 
unlence: 
U WI! manage to ______ our Daturlll rl!$l)Un:I!S, WI! would leave I better planet for 
our ehlkIl1!D. 

(A) uphold 
(B) restrain 
(C) cherish 
(D) Conserve 

Q.59 Choose lhe most appropriau word from (he OP(iOMS given belaw 10 complele Ihe following 
sentence: 
HIs rIIther nosual remarks on poIlms ______ his lack uf .seriousness about the subject. 

(A) masked 
(B) belied 
(C) betrayed 
(D) suppressed 

Q.60 25 persoos are in a room 15 of them play hockey. 17 of them play football and JO of them play 
both hockey and football. Then tbe number of persons playing neither hockey nor football is: 

(A)2 (B) 17 (e) 13 (D) 3 

Q.61 - Q.65 carTY two marks each. 

Q.6l Modem warfare has chauged from large scale dashes of armil!S to suppression of civilian 
populatious. Chemical agl!nts that do their work silently appear to I>e suited Iu such warfare; 
and regretfully, there emt people In military establishments who think that chemical ageuts 
are useful tools for their cause. 

", 

Which of Ihe followinl: ,tlllemen/$ best .• um.' uplhe mctminll of Ihe "b"v~ {X"""ge: 

(A) Modem warfare has resuhed in civil slrifc. 
(B) Chemical agents are useful in modem warfare. 
(C) llse of thcmi~al agent' in warfare would be unde.irable. 
(D) People in mtlnary e<tahli.<hmcnls like to usc chemical agents in war. 

13114 



Q.62 If 137 + 276 _ 435 how much is 731 + 672? 

(A) 534 (B) 1403 (C) 1623 (D) 1513 

Q.63 5 skilled workers can build a wall in 20 days: 8 semi-skilled workers can build a wall in 25 days; 
JO unskilled workers can build a wall in 30 days. If a team has 2 skilled, 6 semi-skilled and 
5 unskilled workers, how long will it lake to build the wall'! 

(A) 20 days (B) 18 days (e) J6days (D) 15 days 

Q.64 Given digils 2. 2. 3. 3, 3, 4. 4. 4. 4 how many distinct 4 digit numbers greater than 3000 can be 
fonned? 

(A) 50 (B) 51 (C) 52 (D) 54 

Q.65 Han (H), Gila (G), Irfan (I) and Saira (S) are siblings (Le. brothers and sisters). All were born on 
I" January. The age difference helween any lwo successive siblings (thai is born one after another) 
is less than 3 years. Gwen the following facls; 

1. Hari' sage + Gila' sage> Irfan' sage + Saira's age. 
ii. The age difference between Gila and Saira is 1 year. However, Gila is not 100 

oldesl and Saira is not the youngest. 
111. There are no twins. 

In what order were they born (oldest first)? 

(A)HSIG (B)SGHI (C) IGSH (D) lliSG 

END OF THE QUESTION PAPER 
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